
ASSIGNMENT-1 2016-17 

CLASS-11 

COMPUTER SCIENCE [C++] 

1  Consider the following C++ snippet: 
int x = 25000; 
int y = 2*x; 
cout<< y << "\t" << x; 
Why does the output does not come as 50000? What could be the reason? 

 

2 Write a program to input a digit and display its ASCII code.  
3 What are tokens in C++? How many types of tokens allowed in C++? Exemplify your answer.  
4 How are keywords different from identifiers?  
5 Identify the errors in the following code segments: 

(i) int main( ) 
 
 { cout « ”Enter two numbers”; 
    cin » num » auto; 
    float area=Length*breadth; } 
 
(ii) #include <isostream.h> 
     void Main( ) 
     { int a,b; 
       cin << > ; 
       if (a>b) MAX=a 
    } 

 

6 What are literals in C++? How many types of literals are allowed in C++?  
7 How are integer constants represented in C++? Explain with examples.  
8 What are character constants in C++? How are these implemented?  
9  Convert(22.25)10 to binary. 

 

 
 Convert(423)10 to hexadecimal. 

 

    

 

10 What is the significance of a null statement?  
11 What is significance of My Computer ?  
12 Explain different types of operating systems .  
13 What is an Operating System? Explain its any two functions  
14 How is a compiler different from interpreter?  
15 Convert 

(i) ( 10.10)10= ( ? )2 
(ii) (101011.1110)2 =( ? )10 

 

16 What do you mean by run time error?  
17 what is the deference between if and if – else statement  
18 Mention and explain briefly any three characteristics of a good program  
19 How can you give a single line and multiline comments in C++ explain with 

suitable examples 
 

20 What do you mean by header files? What is the difference between #include <iostream.h> and 
#include”iostream.h”  

 

21 a) Classify the following variable names of c++ into valid and invalid category 2 
(i) 1no (ii) num 1 (iii) num (iv) num1num (v) num+1 (vi) num.1 
 

 



22 Give output of following code.  
#include<iostream.h> 
int m=5; void check(); 
void main( ) 
{ int m=20; 
{ 
int m=10*::m; 
cout<<"m="<<m<<"::m="<<::m<<endl; 
} check(); 
cout<<"m="<<m<<"::m="<<::m<<endl; 
check(); cout<<"::m="<<::m<<"m="<<m<<endl; 
} 
void check() 
{ ++m; 
} 

 

23 What will be result of following statements if a=5 , b=5 initially  
(i) ++a<=5 (ii) b++<=5 

 

24 Name the header file(s) that shall be needed for successful compilation of the 
following C++ code.  
void main( ) 
{ 
char name[40]; 
strcpy(name,”India”); 
puts(name); } 

 

25  Explain conditional operator (?) with example in c++ .  
26 What is difference between ‘/’ and ‘%’ operators in c++ ? explain with a example  
27 What do you mean by function prototype in C++   
28 Explain Break and Continue statement in C++ with example  
29 Find syntax error(s) if any in following program ( Assume all header files are present)  

main<> 
{ int c; 
switch( c ); 
case 1.5: { cout<<” India is great\n”; 
} break; 
‘case’ 2: { cout<<” hello\n”; 
} break; 
} // end of main 
} // 

 

30 How will you declare and define  
i)Array named mark with 10 integer values 
ii)array named avg with 8 float values 

 

31 Convert following while loop to for loop 2 
int x=0; 
while(x<=100) 
{ cout<<” the value of x is \n”<<x; 
cout<<”done \n”; 
x+=2; 
} 

 

32 Define token ?  
33 What is the difference between call by value and call by reference explain with 

suitable example  
 

34 Find the output of the following program; 3 
121 

 



#include<iostream.h> 
#include<ctype.h> 
void main( ) 
{ char Text[ ] = “Comp@uter!”; 
for(int I=0; Text[I]!=’\0’;I++) 
{ if(!isalpha(Text[I])) 
Text[I]=’*’; 
else if(isupper(Text[I])) 
Text[I]=Text[I]+1; 
else 
Text[I] = Text[I+1]; } 
cout<<Text; } 

35 What are differences between for and do- while loop ? explain with example  
36 How can you define Global Variable and Local Variable? Also, give a suitable C++ 

code to illustrate both. 2 
 

37 . Write a program to find the factorial of a number recursive function.   
38 Write a program to find the total number of characters, lines and words in a 

paragraph of text.  
 

39 Write a program to sort an array on N numbers in ascending order. Avoid 
duplication of elements.  

 

40 Write a program to find the roots of a quadratic equation.  
 Name the header file(s) that shall be needed for successful compilation of the 

following C++ code. 2 
void main( ) 
{ 
char name[40]; 
strcpy(name,”India”); 
puts(name); } 
 

 

41 Explain conditional operator (?) with example in c++ .  
42 How will you declare and define 1 

i)Array named mark with 10 integer values 
ii)array named avg with 8 float values 
 

 

43 Convert following while loop to for loop  
int x=0; 
while(x<=100) 
{ cout<<” the value of x is \n”<<x; 
cout<<”done \n”; 
x+=2; 
} 

 

44 What is the difference b/w “while” & “do while” loop?  
 

 

45 b) What are data types? What are all predefined data types in c++?  
46 Write the corresponding C++ expressions for the following mathematical expressions: 

i) √ (a2+b2) (ii) (a+b)/(p+q) 2 
 

 

47 Evaluate the following, where p, q are integers and r, f are floating point numbers. 
The value of p=8, q=4 and r=2.5 
(i) f = p * q + p/q 
(ii) r = p+q + p % q 2 

 

48 a) What is the output of the following?  
i) # include<iostream.h> 
void main ( ) 

 



{ 
int i=0; 
cout<<i++<<” ”<<i++<<” ”<<i++<<endl; 
cout<<++i<<” ”<<++i<<” ”<<++i<<endl 

49 # include<iostream.h> 
void main( ) 
{ 
a=3; 
a=a+1; 
if (a>5) 
cout<<a; 
else 
cout<<(a+5); 

 

50 What will be the output of the following program segment?  
If input is as: (a) g (b) b (c) e (d) p 
cin >>ch; 
switch (ch) 
{ case ‘g’: cout<<”Good”; 
case ‘b’: cout<<”Bad”; 
break; 
case ‘e’: cout<<” excellent ”; 
break; 
default: cout<<” wrong choice”; 

 

51 Determine the output: 
 
for(i=20;i<=100;i+=10) 
{ 
j=i/2; 
cout<<j<<””; 

 

52 What output will be the following code fragment produce? 
void main( ) 
{ 
int val, res, n=1000; 
cin>>val; 
res = n+val >1750 ? 400:200; 
cout<<res; 
} 
(i) if val=2000 (ii) if val=1000 (iii) if val=500 

 

53 ind the error from the following code segment and rewrite the corrected code underlining the 
correction 
made. 2 
# include(iostream.h) 
void main ( ) 
int X,Y; 
cin>>>X; 
for(Y=0,Y<10, Y++) 
if X= =Y 
cout<<Y+X; 
else 
cout>>Y; } 

 

54 Convert the following code segment into switch case construct.  
int ch; 
cin>>ch; 
If(ch = = 1) 

 



{ cout<<“ Laptop”; 
} 
else If(ch = = 2) 
{ 
cout<<“Desktop ”; 
} else if(ch= = 3) 
{ 
cout<<“Notebook”; 
} else 
{ 
cout<<“Invalid Choice”; 
 

55 Convert the following code segment into do-while loop.  
#include<iostream.h> 
void main() 
{ int i; 
for(i=1;i<=20;++i) 
cout<<”\n”<<i; 

 

56 Given the following code fragment 
int ch=5; 
cout << ++ch<< “\n”<<ch<<”\n”; 
What output does the above code fragment produce? 
ii) What is the effect of replacing ++ ch with ch+1?  
 

 

57 Which header files are required for the following? 
(i) frexp()( (ii) sqrt( ) (iii) rand( ) (iv) isupper()  
 

 

58 i) (12)10 = ( X)2 
ii) (347)8= (X)10 
iii) (896)16= (X)8 
iv) (100)10= (X)2 

 

59 Write a C++ program to print table a given number  
 Convert the following code segment into do-while loop.  

#include<iostream.h> 
void main() 
{ int i; 
for(i=1;i<=20;++i) 
cout<<”\n”<<i; 

 

60 What is the difference between Global Variable and Local Variable?  
61 What are the different types of functions supported in “C” language?  
62 What are library functions?  
63 What are actual parameters?  
64 What are formal parameters?  
65 What is the use of the return statement?  
66 What are local variables?  
67 Which operator is used to access the structure elements?  
68 Write the syntax for structure definition  
69 Which is the reserved word which is used in structure definition ?  
70 What are nested structures?  
71 What is meant by an array of structures?  
72 Write the differences between structures and arrays.  
73 Why is main( ) function special?Give two reason? 

 
 

74 Write a program that accepts a character between a to z and prints next 4 characters?  



75 Construct the logical expressions to represent the following condition: 
(a) Weight is greater than or equal to 115 but less than 125. 
(b) X is even 
(c) Donation is in the range 4000-5000 or guest is 1. 
(d) Ch is an uppercase letter. 

 

76 What is significance of null character.  
77 Write the oops concept with example.  

78 WAP to print Simple Interest .  
79 Explain the concept of polymorphism.  
80 WAP to swap two numbers using call by reference method.  
81 WAP to print add two matrices.  
82 WAP to print create a function named sum.  
83 WAP to print multiply two matrices.  
84 WAP to print subtract two matrices.  
85 WAP to print transpose two matrices.  
86 WAP to print electricity bill.  
87 WAP to print maximum no of an array.  
88 WAp to print even or odd no.  
89 WAP to concatenate two strings  
90 WAP to print length of input string.  
91 WAP to print converted temperature:1.Celcius to Farenheit   2. Farenheit to  Celicius  
92 WAP to print square root of given number.  
93 WAP to print  

@ 
@  @ 
@  @  @ 
@  @   @  @ 

 

94 WAP to print wheather no is prime or not.  
95 WAP to print day of a week using switch case.  
96 WAP to print weather a number is in uppercase or not.  
97 WAP to check a input is digit or  not.  
98 WAP to swap two numbers using call by value method.  
99 The value of e is known to be 2.71828.Using this value,Write a program to determine the value 

of the expression :     2-ye2y+4y 

 

100 WAP to create a structure having student name ,roll no,class and marks and display it.  
   

----------xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx------------ 


